
Mango, the clothing design and manufacturing 
company founded in the heart of Barcelona, 
provides a unique and personal style to 
fashionistas around the world. Signifyd helps 
Mango accept good orders that would have 
otherwise been declined, lifting total revenue 
and tapping into a new pool of customer  
lifetime value. 
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With the high cost of customer 
acquisition and lifetime value 
driven by repeat customers, 
it is essential for Mango to 
convert every legitimate 
customer at checkout. When 
international growth sparked 
an increase in false declines by 
their incumbent fraud solution, 
Mango decided to re-engineer 
their strategy.

Mango routes previously 
declined traffic to Signifyd for 
a second opinion. Thanks to a 
global network of thousands 
of merchants and insights into 
billions of dollars of transaction 
data, Signifyd confidently 
approves a huge number of 
Mango’s orders 
that would otherwise have 
been declined. 

Signifyd has been able to 
consistently approve over 
60% of orders that were 
being declined by the 
incumbent solution, resulting 
in a 6% uplift in approved 
GMV.  Because each order 
approved by Signifyd comes 
with a 100% chargeback 
guarantee, the additional 
revenue also comes with 
zero risk to Mango.

CHALLENGE SOLUTION RESULT

Of Previously Declined 
Orders Approved

60%
Total GMV Increase

6%
Fraud Losses On 
Found Revenue

0%



Founded in 1984 and headquartered in Barcelona, 
Mango is a multinational retail company domiciled in 
Spain and one of the most globally recognized names 
in fashion. Today, they are amongst the top exporting 
companies in the European textile sector. 

Online sales have played a pivotal role in this growth, 
responsible for over €564 million in revenue in 2019 
and €800 million in 2020. And thanks to the large 
scale adoption of online shopping due to COVID-19 
safety concerns, these ecommerce sales numbers 
are projected to hit €1 billion in 2021.(1) However, as 
many merchants have come to realize, the pandemic’s 
unplanned and overwhelming sales growth has created 
the perfect storm for criminal fraudsters and consumers 
with hidden agendas.

“The overwhelming increase in demand from all 
corners of the world has allowed fraudulent customers 
to completely change their approach and their 
performance, and blend in very well with legitimate 
customers,” explains Mango’s Managing Payment 
Methods and Fraud Director Carlos Madrona. 

Although the pandemic’s novel threats made 
distinguishing between legitimate customers and 
fraudsters increasingly difficult, it did make one thing 
crystal clear for Mango: their incumbent fraud solution 
alone was no match for evolving fraud behaviors.  

“It’s more important now than ever before to know how 
a shopper behaves not just within your ecommerce 
business but with other merchants as well, as it allows 
you to be more proactive and informed when that 
shopper comes to you. And we weren’t getting this 
insight with our incumbent solution.” 

As a result, Mango was turning away legitimate 
customers amidst the smartly disguised fraudsters. 
And for a company that above all else prioritizes the 
customer and their shopping experience, this was a 
huge concern. “Our fraud team has one mission and 
that is to make every effort to red carpet legitimate 
customers while making life miserable for fraudulent 
ones,” says Madrona. Determined to better meet the 
needs of their global customers, Mango began to search 
for a solution that could better assess the legitimacy of 
their orders. That search brought them to Signifyd.

Challenges

“Fraudsters know you are looking for specific behaviors and what 
they do is increasingly resemble legitimate clients, therefore,  

if you only know what a shopper does within your business you 
are missing a part of the movie. And to see the full movie, machine 

learning tools and agile providers like Signifyd, and, above all,  
a great team constantly monitoring this data is key.” 

– CARLOS MADRONA, 

MANAGING PAYMENT METHODS AND FRAUD DIRECTOR
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What immediately stood out to Madrona and his team was Signifyd’s Commerce Network. “The most important thing 
is not the data the customer leaves, but their history of behavior across merchants – and Signifyd proved to be one of 
the only tools that could truly capture this.” In combination with Signifyd’s 100% chargeback guarantee, which would 
allow them to significantly increase order approvals without assuming fraud losses, partnering with Signifyd was a 
simple and obvious decision. 

Understanding the urgency of Mango’s false decline challenge, Signifyd configured a solution to fit their internal fraud 
process: all orders marked for decline by their incumbent fraud provider would be passed to Signifyd for a second 
look. With Signifyd’s global network of thousands of merchants and insights into billions of dollars of transaction data, 
this optimized process would allow Mango to maximize revenue by confidently approving the overwhelming majority 
of additional orders otherwise headed for decline.  

Solutions

Results
With Signifyd as their second line of defense, Mango  
has seen a dramatic increase in their approval rate. 
Of the previously declined orders sent to Signifyd for 
review, Signifyd consistently approves more than 60% 
with a full financial guarantee. That means the additional 
6% of revenue recovered by Signifyd comes with zero 
fraud risk to Mango. 

Revenue lift aside, Signifyd’s ability to distinguish honest 
customers from criminal fraudsters allows Mango to 
make good on their commitment to superior customer 
experience. In the era of Amazon Prime and same-day 
shipping, this keeps Mango competitive in the never 
ending battle for customer loyalty and lifetime value.

For merchants feeling the added challenges of the 
pandemic’s increased fraud pressure, Madrona and his 
team have felt that pain and come out the other side  
with perspective to share. “Fraudsters know you are 
looking for specific behaviors and what they do is 
increasingly resemble legitimate clients, therefore, 
 if you only know what a shopper does within your 
business you are missing a part of the movie.  
And to see the full movie, machine learning tools  
and agile providers like Signifyd, and, above all, 
a great team constantly monitoring this data is key.”

(1)Mango expects online turnover to reach 1 billion euros in 2021 https://press.mango.com/en/mango-expects-online-turnover-to-reach-1-billion-euros-in-2021_113292
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